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mac.Disney Cruise Line

will stop selling cabins on
Royal Caribbean's new
Harmony of the Seas

ship, a move the cruise
line says reflects the

"unique and
differentiated nature" of

its experience. Royal
Caribbean Cabins on

Harmony will cost more
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than those on other
Royal Caribbean ships,

but are likely to sell
faster because they are
spread out more evenly
and have fewer moving

parts. The ship is a
massive affair, and at

5,920 feet (1,810 meters)
long, Harmony will be
about 550 feet (170

meters) longer than the
4,035-foot (1,170 meter)

cruise line's current
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flagship, the Oasis of the
Seas, and the 5,000-foot
(1,524-meter) Future of

Transportation ship under
construction. Harmony
will have 531 suites,

compared with only 284
on the Oasis, and 247 on
the Future, and is much
more advanced in terms

of cabin design and
technology. Royal

Caribbean has the U.S.
market to itself when it
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comes to cruise ship hull
designs, as Carnival

Corporation -- the world's
largest cruise operator --
has similar but different
designs. The luxurious
space, with nine dining
venues, five pools and a
new show-within-a-show,

will be its biggest
attraction, Royal

Caribbean said. Royal
Caribbean CEO Adam

Goldstein said during a
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conference call with
investors that the new

ship, to be completed in
2016, is targeted for
"high-level guests"

traveling with kids and
families and some adults

who want to socialize
with guests of similar age
and interests. Cabins will
be spaced more evenly,

with more than 30 decks.
"The new ship will be
very distinct and very
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different from our
existing ships... It will be
our most luxurious ship,"

Goldstein said. Royal
Caribbean launched the
Symphony of the Seas

earlier this year, to build
on the success of the

Summit of the Seas and
Legend of the Seas, two
newer ships that are so
large the cruise line had
to mount the lifeboats on

the stern in the water.
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The new ship's capacity
will be more than twice

as much as the Oasis and
Future combined.

Harmony will have three
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